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EVERWRAP is something special for you and your 
loved ones. In Denmark alone we use more than 

800 tons of gift wrap every Christmas. 

But this is gift wrap you can keep forever!

It feels like luxury paper, but is made from 100% 
chemical free plastic.

It does not rip when opened. 
It does not reveal white lines when folded. 
It does not break when you tear off tape. 

In other words, you can reuse it in various ways.

It is printed in Denmark with environmentally 
friendly ink.  

ENJOY!



EVERWRAP IS GIFT WRAP YOU CAN USE FOREVER!
EVERWRAP is something special for you and your loved ones. 

In Denmark alone we use more than 800 tons of gift wrap every Christmas. 
But this gift wrap you can use forever!

HOW? 
Well, it feels like soft luxury paper, but is made of continuously interwoven 
polyethylene fibers, giving it high strength and anti-tearing properties with 

only half the weight of a standard sheet of paper.
The material is a super strong and smooth product with many advantages!

MUST KNOW!
EVERWRAP does not rip when opened.  

EVERWRAP does not reveal white lines when folded. 
EVERWRAP does not break when you tear off tape. 

EVERWRAP is waterproof.
EVERWRAP has original ViSSEVASSE print on both sides.

WE CARE ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT
The gift wrap is printed localy in Denmark with environmentally friendly ink.

EVERWRAP has high purity and can be recycled.

See EVERWRAP and other products at www.vissevasse.com
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LET’S CONNECT

See EVERWRAP and other products at www.vissevasse.com

CONTACT PRESS
ViSSEVASSE
Dorthe Mathiesen
Press@vissevasse.dk
Phone +45 6012 6051

CONTACT SALES
ViSSEVASSE 
salesinfo@vissevasse.dk
Phone +45 2570 0036
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